
Select ion Review #1

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 1-3

1. List some of the reasons that Cassie, Christopher-John, and Little Man dislike T.J. The
children dislike T.J. because he is dishonest. He wants Stacey to help him cheat at school.
He is also mean. Instead of taking his punishment, he lies so that his mother will punish his
little brother Claude instead. He laughs at Little Man when his clothes get dirty. T.J. also
makes the children angry by teasing them with tidbits of gossip.

2. Why do Cassie and Little Man get in trouble the first day of school? How does Mama
show that she agrees with them? Cassie and Little Man get in trouble on the first day of
school because they do not want their “new” school textbooks. Little Man does not want his
book at first because it is old, dirty, and in poor condition. When he takes the book anyway,
he finds insulting words about the students’ race written on the inside cover. He throws the
book on the floor and jumps on it. When Cassie tries to explain to Miss Crocker why Little
Man is angry, Miss Crocker becomes angry with both children. However, when Miss Crocker
reports their behavior to Mama, Mama pastes paper over the inside cover. Cassie realizes
that Mama understands why the children were angry.

3. Why is Papa concerned about the family’s safety? What does he do to try to protect
them? Papa is concerned about the family’s safety because some white men set fire to
three African Americans, killing one of them. Papa takes two safety measures to protect the
family. He asks his friend, Mr. Morrison, to stay with them while he is away working for the
railroad. Mr. Morrison is a huge, powerful man. Papa hopes that he will be able to keep danger
away. Papa also strictly warns the children to stay away from the Wallaces’ store. He is afraid
that some day there will be serious trouble for the young people who spend time there. 

4. Describe two ways the children express their anger after the bus soaks them with mud.
Which reaction do you think was fairer? After the bus splashes them, the children express
their anger by being unfriendly to Jeremy. They also express their anger by digging a big ditch
in the road. The Jefferson Davis bus breaks down and the white children have to walk home.
Although this causes a lot of trouble, in a way it is fairer, because it punishes the people who
caused the problem. The bus driver and the white children who laughed find out how it feels
to walk home soaked with mud. They also have to walk to school every day for several weeks.
On the other hand, being unfriendly to Jeremy is not fair. In their anger, the children are
hurting someone who tries to be nice to them. Jeremy had nothing to do with the problem.
He never even rides the bus.
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5. Why do the children feel frightened and guilty when they hear that the white men are
going to make trouble again? The children are frightened when they hear that the white
men plan to make trouble because they think that the men are angry with them for mak-
ing the bus break down. They are especially frightened because they know that white men
set the Berry men on fire. They wonder whether they will be burned up too. The children,
especially Stacey, feel guilty because they think they have brought more trouble to their
community.
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Select ion Review #2

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 4-6

1. What are some ways Stacey could have solved his problem with T.J. without going to the
Wallaces’ store? There are several ways that Stacey could have handled this situation differ-
ently. He could have told Mama the truth about where he got the answers for the history
test. He could have taken T.J.’s punishment, but later told T.J. that they could not be friends
unless T.J. told Mama the truth. Stacey could also have waited to deal with T.J. when he
came home from the store.

2. Why is Cassie’s grandmother determined not to sell the family farm to Mr. Granger? A
Yankee bought a big piece of the Granger plantation after the Civil War. Cassie’s grandfather,
Paul Edward Logan, bought the first 200 acres from him. He paid off the mortgage and tried
to buy more land. The younger Mr. Jamison finally sold him another 200 acres. Big Ma refuses
to sell the land because she and her husband worked very hard to get it and keep it. It holds
precious memories for her. It is the heritage Paul Edward left for her and her two living sons,
Papa and Uncle Hammer. 

3. How does Mama make the children understand that the Wallaces are bad people? What
does she want the African-American families to do to fight against the Wallaces’ bad in-
fluence? Mama takes the children to visit Mr. Berry. He is one of the men that the Wallaces
set on fire. He is suffering terribly and hardly even looks like a human being. Mama wants
the African-American families to keep their children away from the Wallaces’ store. She also
asks them to stop shopping there. She offers to help them get credit to shop in Vicksburg.

4. Why does Cassie have a terrible day when she goes to Strawberry with Big Ma? Cassie
finds out in Strawberry how unfairly some white people treat African Americans. She is upset
that Big Ma has to park her wagon at the back of the field. She becomes angry with Mr. Bar-
nett, the storekeeper. He keeps her, Stacey, and T.J. waiting for a long time while he fills or-
ders for white people. Finally, when Cassie bumps into Lillian Jean by accident, she has to
apologize to her. Lillian Jean’s father grabs Cassie’s arm and knocks her down off the side-
walk. He forces Big Ma to make Cassie apologize again, calling Lillian Jean “Miz Lillian Jean.”
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5. Mama and Uncle Hammer have different ways of fighting back against racism. Explain
how their ways are different. Which way do you think is better? Mama wants to fight
against racism by getting the African-American community to work together. She wants
them to show their feelings about bad treatment by not shopping at the Wallaces’ store.
Her way is non-violent. Uncle Hammer’s way of fighting back is violent. He is ready to act
alone. He does not think about the consequences. Uncle Hammer’s way is dangerous. It
does not give people an opportunity to change. If Uncle Hammer really hurt a white person
or burned something down, he would probably be killed. This would be bad for the entire
family and the community. Mama’s way is slower, but it has a better chance of having
some effect.
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Select ion Review #3

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 7 and 8

1. When the Logan family is gathered for Christmas Eve, there is a flashback in which Mr.
Morrison tells about a Christmas many years before. What do we learn about Mr. Morrison
and his background? On Christmas Eve, Mr. Morrison tells about a Christmas when he was
a small child. Some “night men” attacked his home, burning and slashing with their swords.
Mr. Morrison’s parents were former slaves bred for size and strength. They fought back as hard
as they could, but both they and Mr. Morrison’s sisters were killed in the attack. This flash-
back helps us understand why Mr. Morrison is so determined to fight against racism in every
way he can.

2. Why does Jeremy Simms come to visit Stacey on Christmas Day? Papa advises Stacey not
to become friends with Jeremy. What are the good points and bad points of this advice? Je-
remy comes to visit Stacey on Christmas to bring him a gift, a hand-made wooden flute, as a
sign of his friendship. Papa knows that it can be dangerous for white people and black people
to be friends in Mississippi in the 1930s. He is concerned about whether Jeremy’s attitude
toward Stacey will change as they get older. While Papa’s advice is based on what he has
seen in his own life, he is probably not being fair to Jeremy. He assumes that Jeremy would not
be a good friend just because he is white. 

3. Mr. Jamison and Mr. Granger are both wealthy white men. However, they react very differ-
ently to the boycott against the Wallaces’ store. Explain how their reactions are different.
What does Mr. Granger hope to get out of this situation? When Mr. Jamison hears about
the boycott, he thinks what the Logans are doing is right. He wants to be a part of it, so he
offers to back the credit for the African-American families to shop in Vicksburg. He wants to
make sure that the Logans do not lose their land in the struggle. He wants the African-Ameri-
can community to have a fair chance. In contrast, when Mr. Granger hears about the boycott
he is angry. He says the Logans are “stirring up trouble.” He wants to use the situation to take
the farm away from them.

4. How does Cassie trick Lillian Jean? Cassie pretends to be sorry about talking back to Lillian
Jean in Strawberry. She flatters Lillian Jean by calling her “Miz Lillian Jean” and carrying her
books. She gets Lillian Jean to tell her all her secrets. After a month Cassie takes Lillian Jean
deep in the woods. She throws Lillian Jean’s books on the ground so that Lillian Jean will hit
her. Then Cassie beats Lillian Jean. Lillian Jean can’t tell her father about the fight because
Cassie threatens to tell all her secrets.
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5. Explain how Mama loses her teaching job. What does Mr. Granger hope to get out of
this situation? Mama loses her teaching job after she fails T.J. for cheating again. T.J. is
angry and tells Kaleb Wallace that Mama pasted paper over the covers of the schoolbooks.
Kaleb Wallace, Mr. Granger, and a member of the school board come to check up on Mama.
They find her teaching information that is not in the books. They use this excuse to fire her.
However, Mr. Granger really wants to make the Logans stop boycotting the Wallaces’ store.
Most of all, he hopes they will not be able to make the payments on their land. Then he
could get it himself. 
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Select ion Review #4

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 9-12

1. List several ways Mr. Granger and the Wallaces put pressure on the sharecroppers to stop
boycotting the store. Mr. Granger and the Wallaces apply pressure on the sharecroppers in
three ways. First, Mr. Granger requires the sharecroppers to give him 60% of their cotton
crop, instead of 50% as they have in the past. Second, Mr. Granger threatens to put the
sharecroppers out of their homes if they continue the boycott. Third, the Wallaces tell those
that have debts at the store that they must pay off their debts immediately or the sheriff will
arrest them and put them to work on the chain gang.

2. Why do the Logans have a hard time making ends meet financially? How does Uncle Ham-
mer come to their rescue? After Mama lost her teaching job, the Logans counted on Papa’s
railroad job for the mortgage money. However, the Wallaces attack the wagon as Papa,
Stacey, and Mr. Morrison are coming home from Vicksburg. Papa is wounded in the head
and his leg is broken, so he cannot work on the railroad. In the summer, the bank calls in the
Logans’ mortgage, even though they were supposed to have four more years to pay it off.
Uncle Hammer sells his Packard and borrows some money so that the mortgage can be paid
off.

3. What do the Logan children learn about T.J. from Jeremy Simms and other neighbors?
Jeremy tells the children that T.J. spends a lot of time with Jeremy’s older brothers, R.W. and
Melvin. Jeremy is angry because his brothers pretend to like T.J., but make fun of him behind
his back. The children are also concerned because some of the neighbors report things
being stolen when T.J. and his new friends visit them.

4. Why do the night men come after T.J.? Why does Stacey send Cassie and the younger
boys to get Papa and Mr. Morrison? T.J. helped the Simms boys break into Barnett’s store in
Strawberry. When Mr. Barnett discovered them, they hit him on they head and knocked his
wife on the ground. The Simms boys were wearing dark stockings over their faces, so Mrs.
Barnett thought they were black. Later, the Simms boys pretend they had nothing to do with
the crime. They say they saw T.J. and two other black boys running away from the store. They
come with the night men to lynch T.J. They threaten to hang Papa and Mr. Morrison as well.
Stacey sends the younger children home to get Papa and Mr. Morrison before the men hurt
T.J. any more.
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5. How does Papa plan to make Mr. Granger stop the lynching? How successful is his
plan? Papa plans to make Mr. Granger stop the lynching by setting the cotton on fire. He
expects that people will think that lightning started the fire, and he knows the wind will
carry the fire toward Mr. Granger’s trees. Mr. Granger will make the men stop the lynching
so that they can fight the fire. Papa’s plan succeeds in stopping the lynching. However, a
quarter of the cotton crop is burned up. It will be hard for the Logans to find the money to
pay the taxes. T.J. is saved from lynching, but Mr. Barnett dies during the night. T.J. will have
to stand trial for murder. He could still go on the chain gang or even be killed.
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Literature Test  #1

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 1–3

1. Tell why you think T.J. would not be a very good friend, giving examples from the story. 

2. Explain why Cassie and Little Man refuse to take their “new” textbooks. How does Mama’s
reaction to their “misbehavior” differ from Miss Crocker’s?

continued...

N a m e :
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3. Why does Papa bring Mr. Morrison to stay with the family? Why does he warn the children
to stay away from the Wallaces’ store?

4. The evening after they dig a ditch to make the white children’s school bus break down, the
Logan children are so excited and proud that they cannot stop giggling. What happens to
make their feelings change to fear and guilt?
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Literature Test  #2

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 4-6

1. Explain why Stacey gets in trouble at school.

2. Why does Mama consider the Wallaces bad people? How does she want the African-American
community to fight back against them?

continued...

N a m e :
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3. WCassie says of her day in Strawberry, “No day in all my life had ever been as cruel as this
one.” Why does she say this? What happened that day?

4. How does Uncle Hammer react to the news that Mr. Simms knocked Cassie down? Why do
Mama, Big Ma, and Mr. Morrison try to keep Uncle Hammer from going to the Simms’
house? 
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Literature Test  #3

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 7 and 8

1. When the Logan family is gathered for Christmas Eve, there is a flashback in which Mr. Mor-
rison tells about a Christmas many years before. What do we learn about Mr. Morrison and
his background?

2. Why does Jeremy Simms come to visit Stacey on Christmas Day? Papa advises Stacey not to
become friends with Jeremy. What are the good points and bad points of this advice? 

continued...
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3. Mr. Jamison and Mr. Granger are both wealthy white men. However, they react very differ-
ently to the  boycott against the Wallaces’ store. Explain how their reactions are different.
What does Mr. Granger hope to get out of this situation?

4. How does Cassie trick Lillian Jean?

5. Explain how Mama loses her teaching job.  What does Mr. Granger hope to get out of this
situation?
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Literature Test  #4

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 9-12

1. Why do most of the sharecroppers pull out of the shopping boycott? 

2. List the reasons for the Logans’ financial difficulties. Explain why Uncle Hammer sells his
car.
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3. How does T.J. get in trouble? Why are the Simms boys not blamed for the break-in? 

4. What does Papa sacrifice in order to make Mr. Granger stop the lynching? Why is Cassie sad
at the end of the novel?
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Vocabular y  Test  #1

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 1-3

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

concession audible inaccessible

emblem indignant relent

monotonously dismayed oblivious

endured
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N a m e :
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Vocabular y  Test  #2

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 4-6

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

prevailed subtle retaliated

discreetly patronize ominously

engrossed subdued resigned



Vocabular y  Test  #3

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 7 and 8

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

apprehensive lingered denote

interminable acknowledged condoned

restrained candidly morosely

boycott
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Vocabular y  Test  #4

Rol l  of  Thunder,  Hear My Cr y

Chapters 9-12

WRITE SENTENCES FOR THE FOLLOWING WORDS:

N a m e :

immobilized phenomenal condescending

agitated persistent vulnerability

frenzied adamantly affirmation
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